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ABSTRACT 

Esophageal cancer occurs when the uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells in the food tube (oesophagus). Esophageal cancer 

is one of the most prevalent malignant tumors in the food tract with worldwide distribution due to late clinical development, 

rapid growth, and very poor survival. Also, the reason for this poor prognosis is that Esophageal cancer normally indicates 

widespread local tumor invasion and frequent spread to metastatic locations, especially regional lymph nodes. The objective 

of this study is to analyse all genes involved in protein-protein interaction through a systems biology approach and to 

identify key genes involved in Esophageal cancer. There is a total of 108 genes that causes Esophageal cancer and a protein-

protein network was constructed and analyzed using these genes. The genes are obtained from the UniProt database using 

STRING and Cytoscape 3.7.1 tools. Moreover, the functional enrichment analysis was done to identify the key genes by 

using CentiScape and FUNRICH database. RBM8A, ZWINT, EIF4A3, BRCA2, GNB2L1 were recognized as the main 

genes in the network based on network topology parameters. Among them, the EIF4A3 gene with the greatest betweenness 

centrality and node degree was acquired as a super hub gene. The assessment of functional enrichment was carried out using 

the FUNRICH database. Conclusion From this study, the Eukaryotic initiation factor 4A-3 (EIF4A3) identified as one of the 

key genes in Esophageal cancer. This result suggests the potential role for EIF4A3 to serve as a diagnostic marker or 

therapeutic target for Esophageal cancer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Esophageal cancer is a disease that begins in the food pipe. Hence, the food pipe is also known as esophagus or 

gullet. Esophagus cancer is one of the most common malignant tumors of the food tract, with aglobal distribution. 

Esophageal cancer is characterized by late clinical presentation, fast progression, and very bad survival. (1).  

Many previous studies shown that common people are lack of awareness of cancer symptoms due to 

iinsufficientnsuccient knowledge.(2, 3). 

In Esophageal cancer cells, specific peripheral benzodiazepine receptor (PBR) ligands are known to cause apoptosis 

and cell cycle arrest. The fundamental mechanisms remain unknown. Here, in reaction to PBR-specific ligands, able 

to explore the transcriptional changes and activation of protein kinases. FGIN-1-27 caused comprehensive 

modifications in gene expression engaged in regulating apoptosis and the cell cycle in Esophageal cancer cells. There 

are many previous computational studies in identification of key genes for disease (4). The objective of this study to 

identify key genes for causing Esophageal cancer. 

METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Data Collection 

There were 108 protein-protein interactions found to be involved in Esophageal cancer were retrieved from Uniprot 

database by using Cytoscape 3.7.1 as shown in figure 1.  

 

2.2 Building a network using all the Cytoscape genes involved 

Protein-protein interaction was obtained by using STRING. Moreover, the network of Esophageal cancer was 

constructed with the highest confidence level which is 0.7 to provide functional associations and the interaction level 

with 40, this is because to obtain more closely related genes to the targeted protein. Furthermore, for a clearer view, 

the PPI network was constructed by STRING and able to view the network from Cytoscape 3.7.1. The intention of 

creating this PPI network is to identify the closest gene of the interaction. 

 

2.3 Analysis of PPI network 

CentiScape2.2 was downloaded from Cytoscape 3.7.1 to analyze the protein-protein interactions. Hence, the reason 

for using CentiScape2.2 is mainly to identify the betweenness centrality and the node degree. Moreover, the results 
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of betweenness centrality were used to identify the number of shortest paths passing through each node. The node 

degree, however, was used to define the number of node-related edges.  

 

2.4. Topology Analysis of PPI network 

PPI data provided a chance to systematically evaluate the topology of such a big network for functional information 

using multiple graph theory-based methods and use this to build models to predict essentiality, genetic interactions, 

function, protein complexes, and cellular processes. Gene represents the node in the network and edges represent the 

node-to-node interaction. The degree indicates no edges linked to nodes; the highest level of nodes is an important 

biological function. Betweenness centrality defines the node's significance based on the number of shorter paths 

passing through each node (5). 

 

2.5 Functional Enrichment Analysis 

FunRich software was downloaded and used to carry out the functional enrichment analysis of the nodes in the 

protein-protein interaction network. Hence, the selected five genes were transferred to FunRich software while the 

FunRich software will analyze the enriched nodes (6). 

 

 
Figure 1: Flow chart of the methodology. 

RESULT & DISCUSSION 

To know a node is a connection point or not, the parameters for individual nodes must be calculated. Hence, the 

entire parameter of the network will be calculated, the degree indicates the number of nodes linked to the single 

node. When there is a higher degree it shows characteristics of a hub which means connection point. Similarly, the 

nearer a node is to all other nodes, the more central it is (proximity centrality). Higher centrality of proximity 

represents a node's tendency to be a connection point. 

 

3.1 Protein-protein interaction network 

The purpose of the STRING database is to provide critical evaluation and integration of protein-protein interactions, 

including direct (physical) and indirect (functional) associations. Each node includes another element of the 

functional role of the genes concerned. Hence, there were 108 genes of Esophageal cancer and by using the STRING 

database, the PPI network was constructed where it forms a total of 134 nodes and 1978 interactions including the 

parameters where the confidence score and the maximum additional interactors were set into 0.7 and 40 respectively. 
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Figure 2:PPI Network overview built using STRING through the Cytoscape database. The network consists of 

1978 edges (interaction) between 134 nodes based on a confidence score of 0.7 and the maximum additional 

interactors at 40 respectively. 

 

3.2 Hub gene identification 

The network was analyzed using the CentiScape app in CYTOSCAPE 3.7.1 software after creating a network of 

protein-protein interactions (Figure 2). Moreover, by implementing this step we can identify the degree and 

betweenness of the genes involved in the undirected network. Furthermore, the top five genes were chosen which full 

fill the requirements by having the betweenness centrality of more than 30 and node degree of more than 0.70 as 

shown in the table 1 below. These genes are considered to be important genes in Esophageal cancer protein. Next, 

based on the result obtained, EIF4A3 was obtained as a super hub gene with the highest Betweenness and Node 

degree. 

 

Table 1: Table shows the key genes with "betweenness centrality" and "node degree". 

Gene Betweenness centrality Node degree 

RBM8A 57.31 25.00 

ZWINT 61.73 20.00 

EIF4A3 90.89 26.00 

BRCA2 79.71 26.00 

GNB2L1 69.01 8.0 

 

3.3 Functional annotation gene 

FunRich instrument enables both functional enrichment and network interaction analysis to be performed by users. 

Furthermore, the FunRich database is purely human-specific and users can use human genes/proteins to conduct 

functional enrichment analyzes against it. Hence, by using FunRich, users can recognize enhanced and depleted 

biological process conditions, cellular components, molecular functions, biological pathways, protein domains, 

expression sites, clinical phenotypes, and transcription factors. 

Moreover, based on the results, Figure 3 shows about 20% of genes involved for the cellular component are stored 

secretory granules. The secretory granules are aligned to argyrophilic cells or argyrophilic granules which are usually 

discovered in the Esophageal mucosa basal cells and constitute a separate histopathological entity distinguishable 

from other kinds of Esophageal carcinomas (7). Nucleolus plays a significant role in the control of protein synthesis 

and cell proliferation. The Nucleolar Organiser Region's (NORs), strongly linked to nucleoli, are loop DNA encoded 

for the manufacturing of rRNA (8). The argyrophilicnucleolar organizer region (AgNOR) is formed from associating 

with proteins, where the number of AgNOR was proposed to correlate with both cellular kinetics and tumor 

malignancy (9). Next, the exon-exon junction complex with 20% genes involved. Homozygous deletion in 16 cell 

lines of the p15 gene. In another cell line, exon 1a of the p16 gene associated with the absence of a transcript, KYSE 

1250, harbored a 32-bp deletion (10).  BRCA2 is a protein that has a variety of functions. Thus, BRCA2 and MAGE-

D1 expression synergistically suppress cell proliferation regardless of the p53 pathway. Tumorigenesis may involve 

the suppression of MAGE-D1 expression (11).  Polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1) is a kinase in centrosome duplication or 

maturation; consequently, its deregulation results in enhanced centrosome size and/or centrosome numbers, 

indicating significant aneuploidy and chromosome instability correlation. 
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Figure 3: Cellular components of the key genes for Esophageal cancer. 

 

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4 will display the molecular function of the key genes. A variety of distinct mutant 

p53 proteins are generated in human cancers; this is especially true for Esophageal cancer, where mutations are 

widespread across the p53 coding region, including missense, absurdity, big and tiny deletions, and splicing mistakes 

arising from intronic mutations, and happen in both evolutionarily preserved and non-conserved areas (13, 14). 

Scaffolding proteins are characterized as proteins that combine various proteins to form functional complexes and 

therefore modulate cellular signaling pathways (15). 

 
Figure 4: Molecular function of the key genes for Esophageal cancer. 

 

Furthermore, Figure 5 shows the biological process for the key genes. For the majority of human cancers analyzed 

by immunohistochemistry, intratumoral hypoxia and genetic alterations that dysregulate signal transduction 

pathways resulting in drastic overexpression of HIF-1 alpha which causes Esophageal cancer and many other cancers 

(16). Besides, the following will be regulation of nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism. 

Hence, tumor suppressor gene mutations encoding p53 eliminate the control point of the cell cycle and increase the 

frequency of genomic rearrangements. The cancer cell genome reorganization, which allows tumor cells to overcome 

ordinary strictures against excessive multiplication and metastasis, may, therefore, be due to abnormal cell cycle 

control (17). 

 
Figure 5: Biological process of the key genes for Esophageal cancer. 

 Besides, Figure 6 shows the biological pathways for the top 5 key genes. Meanwhile, P63 over-expression seems to 

involve autonomous processes of genomic amplification. In any case, countless trials have shown p63 
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overexpression in up to 80% of main head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs), and p63 overexpression 

is also common in other squamous epithelial diseases, including lung, nasopharyngeal, esophageal, and cervical 

diseases (18). Molecular suppression of NMD across a range of cell lines has surprisingly disclosed that a range of 

non-mutated transcripts is also upregulated with NMD suppression, including cell cycle genes, differentiation, 

signaling, and RNA splicing (4). Moreover, NMD objectives include a broad range of transcripts, including 

tumorigenesis-relevant ones. With the recognition that NMD is a physiologically controlled method, we argued that 

identifying extra transcripts stabilized by NMD inhibition could suggest biological features that are affected by NMD 

regulation (1). The next one will be, p73 transcription factor network (18).  

 

 
Figure 6: Biological pathway for the key genes of Esophageal cancer. 

 

On the other hand, Figure 7 is about to show the site of expression of the key genes. Thus, there are 5 sites in total 

which has a different percentage of gene involvements. Moreover, because of its similarities to ordinary Esophageal 

mucosa, oral mucosa is an alternative cell source. Also, the cultivated oral mucosal epithelial cell sheets resemble the 

indigenous Esophageal epithelium with a stratified, squamous, non-keratinized framework, and comparable 

cytokeratin expression.  

 

 
Figure 7: Site of expression for the key genes of Esophageal cancer 

 

Furthermore, there is 5 transcription factor as shown in Figure 8. Hence, the first one will be GABPA with 50% of 

genes involved (Figure 8). GABPA may be the main transcriptional variables that mediate PGC-1 muscle action. 

Moreover, GABPA genes indicate that each contains prospective binding sites within the vicinity of their promoters 

for both transcription factors. Next, STRA13 with 25% of Esophageal cancer key genes. Stra13, a fundamental 

transcription factor for helix-loop-helix, is up-regulated when CD4+T cells are activated. ELK1 is a key regulator of 

immediate-early genes, such as FOS, quickly, and transiently caused after exposure to extracellular ligands activating 

the MAP kinase pathways (19).  
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Figure 8: Transcription factor for the key genes of Esophageal cancer 

 

Figure 9 shows the clinical phenotype for the key genes, p-value, and fold where they show the same percentage of 

the key genes and value of the p-values and fold present in 5 different phenotypes. Hypoplastic fibula (rare) has a 

key gene of 33.3%, p-value 0, and fold 604.7. Fibular hypoplasia happens with fibular hemimelia as its most serious 

type in varying degrees of severity (20). The distal epiphysis plate of the fibula is normally the same as the distal end 

of the distal tibial epiphysis, whereas the tip of the proximal fibular epiphysis is the same as the proximal tibial 

epiphysis plate (21). Hypoplastic fifth finger the phalanges concerned was generally both shortened and narrowed. 

However, some phalanges were normal but abnormally thin in length. Then, tibial torsion is defined as any twist on 

the longitudinal axis of the tibia that results in a shift in the alignment of the proximal and distal articulations. The 

knee and ankle mainly work as joints of the hinge. 

 

 
Figure 9: Clinical phenotype for the key genes of Esophageal cancer 

 

Moreover, Figure 10 shows the COSMIC of the key genes involved. Hence, the pancreas has the highest which is 

100% key genes involved, p-value 0 and fold 1.5. Besides, the second highest will be ovary with 80% of genes 

involved, p-value 0 and fold 1.2. In contrast, the salivary gland and cancer gene census gene list having the same 

percentage which is 20%. The salivary gland has a p-value of 0 and folds 6.8. Meanwhile, the census gene list has a 

p-value of 0 and fold 7.4.   

 
Figure 10: COSMIC for the key genes of Esophageal cancer 
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Furthermore, based on the result obtained protein Eukaryotic Initiation Factor 4A3 which has a gene EIF4A3 will be 

clarified as the hub gene or the highly interconnected molecule nodes that have the highest value of betweenness 

Centrality and degree node.  

This gene encodes a protein family member of the DEAD-box. DEAD-box proteins are putative RNA helicases, 

defined by the preserved motif Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp (DEAD). They are involved in several cellular procedures 

involving altering the secondary structure of RNA, such as initiation of translation, nuclear and mitochondrial 

splicing, and assembly of ribosome and spliceosome. 

Furthermore, this gene in a multitude of cancers including lung cancer, breast cancer, and gastric cancer, H19 

expression is involved in solid tumors. To encourage the development of CRC, H19 recruits eukaryotic translation 

initiation factor 4A3 (eIF4A3). Besides, tumor differentiation and tumor node metastasis (TNM) is linked with 

elevated expression of H19. Moreover, this gene also involves many other mutations in our human body such as non-

coding expansion in EIF4A3 can cause Richieri-Costa-Pereira Syndrome, a Limb-related craniofacial disorder. 

EIF4A3 changed into overexpressed in commonplace malignancies on the transcription tiers. High incidences of 

breast, lung, and urinary cancers had been closely associated with the prognostic index for survival. Thus, EIF4A3 

additionally has high incidences of Esophageal cancer. The most familiar mutation in EIF4A3 became E59K/Q. The 

tumor necrosis aspect-α (TNF-α)/nuclear aspect-κB (NF-κB) signaling pathway was suffering from those mutations.  

In a nutshell, a conclusion can be made that this gene is the hub gene for Esophageal cancer that plays a major role in 

causing many deformations and diseases in our human body.  

CONCLUSION 

The aim is to use protein-protein network analysis to define the targeted gene and the pathway against Esophageal 

cancer. The hub genes identified in this study will be helpful for treatment and prognosis of Esophageal cancer 

patients. 
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